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Abstract: Topic extraction and evolution analysis became a research hotspot in the academic commu-
nity due to its ability to reveal the development trend of a certain field and discover the evolution law
of topic content in different development stages of the field. However, current research methods still
face challenges, such as inaccurate topic recognition and unclear evolution paths, which can seriously
compromise the comprehensiveness and accuracy of the analysis. To address the problem, the paper
proposes a topic evolution path recognition method based on the LDA2vec symmetry model. Under
given conditions, both the LDA and Word2vec used in the model conform to the structural symmetry
of their datasets in high-dimensional space, and the fused LDA2vec method improves the accuracy
of the analysis results. Firstly, we recognize the topics based on the LDA model, which uses Gibbs
symmetric sampling and obeys the symmetric Dirichlet distribution to ensure data convergence.
Secondly, Word2vec is used to learn the contextual information of the topic words in the document
collection, and the words in the corpus are projected as vectors in the high-dimensional space so
that the computed pairs of words with similar semantics have symmetry in the hyperplane of the
high-dimensional space. Subsequently, the word vector is used as a weight, and the LDA topic word
probability value is weighted to generate a new topic vector. Thirdly, the vector similarity index is
employed to calculate the semantic similarity among topics at adjacent stages, and evolution paths
that directly reflect the topic relationships are constructed. Finally, an empirical study is conducted
in the field of data security to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed approach for topic
evolution analysis. The results show that the proposed approach can accurately recognize the topic
content and construct clear evolution paths, which contribute to the comprehensive and accurate
analysis of topic evolution in a specific research field.

Keywords: high-dimensional symmetry; topic evolution; LDA; LDA2vec

1. Introduction

With the integrated development of technology and the universality of interdisci-
plinary research, every discipline field has a process of dynamic change over time. The
research of each discipline field must grasp the frontier hotspots in time and find the
breakthrough point of innovation to promote the development of the discipline. Topic
evolution analysis is the key to identifying current and potential hotspots. It reveals the
knowledge venation of each discipline and predicts the future development trend of each
discipline, providing support for the direction choice of strategic decision-makers and
scientific researchers, and further promoting the three-dimensional and in-depth devel-
opment of innovation in each field [1]. From the perspective of structure, topic evolution
analysis belongs to microstructure and usually represents the research direction of a field.
From the content level, topics are collections of domain knowledge units and are usually
implicit semantic structures. However, topic evolution in different fields contains different
era background factors, such as the science and technology development degree, data
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volume growth mode, topic diversification, and policy support. It not only needs to iden-
tify topics from massive information, but also needs to determine clues and knowledge
between topics in different fields and periods. Therefore, the evolution analysis of top-
ics became a hot topic in the academic field, and the innovation of its research methods
aroused widespread attention among scholars. To solve the problem of the traditional latent
Dirichlet allocation (LDA) model, which ignores the semantic association between text
contexts [2], this paper proposes a recognition method of topic evolution paths based on the
LDA2vec symmetry model. It is noteworthy that the use of Bayesian symmetric sampling
and Dirichlet symmetric distribution in LDA, as well as the symmetric mapping of data
in high-dimensional space in Word2vec, all represent manifestations of symmetry. There-
fore, the merged LDA2vec model exhibits favorable symmetry properties. This method
makes it better able to reflect the correlation relationships and evolution patterns between
topics at adjacent stages, and then can accurately identify topic features and construct topic
evolution paths. The following are the main contributions of our work:

We propose a new unsupervised learning method, which is a topic evolution path
recognition method based on the LDA2vec symmetry model, to solve the problem of accu-
rately calculating vector similarity indicators to measure semantic relations among topics.
The experimental results show that the method can correctly display the development
process and evolution types of academic disciplines.

We further analyzed and classified the clustering results using analytical softwares,
such as Ucinet and VOSviewer to extract important evolutionary paths of academic dis-
cipline topics. The experimental results show that this novel approach overcomes the
difficulty of selecting important evolution paths among numerous possibilities compared
to previous studies that randomly extracted topic evolution paths, thereby improving the
reliability of the experimental results and reflecting more realistic feature of disciplinary
topic evolution.

The remaining parts of the study are structured as follows: Section 2 discusses the
current state and limitations of topic evolution analysis; Section 3 describes the system
design process and technical aspects of the topic evolution path recognition method based
on the LDA2vec symmetry model; Section 4 presents experimental results and content
analysis; and Section 5 outlines the research content, limitations, as well as the future work
of the study.

2. Related Work
2.1. Topic Recognition

Extracting topics is the premise of constructing topic evolution paths. The methods
for topic extraction include those that are specific to particular disciplines, as well as
those that apply to general disciplines. Prasanna et al. [3] proposed a method called
“doubleton pattern mining” for discovering colossal patterns from biological datasets.
Kottapalle et al. [4] discussed a new method, D-Mine, for discovering super-large gene
pattern sequences from biological data sets. Among them, the common topic extraction
method can be divided into two categories: The first one is traditional topic extraction
methods, including co-citation analysis, co-word analysis, and social network analysis.
Regarding co-citation analysis, Zhu QS et al. [5] proposed this method to analyze topic
evolution and took the field of carbon nanotube fiber as an example to analyze the co-
citation of key papers in main citation paths, revealing the topic evolution of the discipline
field. About co-word analysis, Cobo et al. [6] took two of the most important journals in
the field of fuzzy set theory (FST) as examples to analyze the evolution of the number
of keywords and shared keywords in different sub-periods. Regarding social network
analysis, Santos et al. [7] proposed a method for extracting patterns and knowledge from
scientific publications of research groups, which combines complex network analysis and
other techniques. Nan Yan et al. [8] used the method of social network analysis to discuss
the evolution of China’s aging policy from 1978 to 2019 and put forward constructive
suggestions for strengthening cooperation between government agencies. These traditional
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methods can quickly identify topics with a high degree of credibility. However, they
only use the topic frequency as an index for determining the topic evolution path, which
not only fails to accurately extract topics according to the relation of synonyms, invalid
words, and potential semantics, but also ignores the potential hot spots. The other is the
method of topic extraction based on machine learning, in which the LDA model is more
mature. In 2003, Blei et al. [9,10] proposed LDA, an unsupervised machine learning method
that can dig out potential topics in initial documents. Due to its symmetric property,
LDA has the advantage of improving the generalization performance of its model [11].
Additionally, its high versatility and ease of implementation made it widely applicable
across various fields [12]. Choi et al. [13] used LDA to identify the topics from the abstracts
of 2356 literature about “privacy” and “personal information” in the Scopus database,
revealing the research trend of personal information privacy. Zhang et al. [14] proposed
a policy text clustering method based on LDA to improve the accuracy of policy text
clustering. Xue et al. [15] used LDA to identify prominent topics in the collected tweets
from Twitter users to study the evolving public discussion and sentiment during COVID-19.
Therefore, this paper chose LDA as the method of topic extraction.

2.2. Topic Evolution Analysis

As the LDA model matured in the application, plenty of scholars gradually studied the
evolution trend of topics based on LDA. Some scholars introduced the time dimension into
the LDA model, making it possible to reflect the dynamic change process of the topics over
time [16–18]. Xu S et al. [19] proposed a dynamic model that treats the temporal dimension
as an endogenous variable of the LDA model and combines author attributes to investigate
the patterns of potential topics and users’ interests evolving. Zhu H et al. [20] defined the
topic transition probability based on LDA to analyze the evolution path of topics. Based on
introducing the temporal dimension, some scholars explored the relationships among topics
through similarity, including division, merging, inheritance, generation, and disappearance.
Therefore, accurately calculating the similarity among topics is a key step to determining
the evolution type of topics and constructing topic evolution paths. With the development
and application of deep learning, some advanced models, represented by Word2vec [21]
and BERT [22], can transform textual information from the unstructured form to vectorized
form, making the generated word vectors related to semantics. These models solve the
problem of the LDA model, which ignores the potential semantic association between
topic words due to the lack of semantic embeddings [23]. Xie Q et al. [24] used BERT and
LDA to analyze the similarity of monolingual and multilingual research topic evolution.
Xi XW et al. [25] researched the technical similarity visualization based on Word2vec and
LDA and conducted an empirical study in the field of NEDD, proving that the model had
good results in the analysis of technical similarity measurement.

Although BERT contains more textual semantic information, the vector in which BERT
encodes sentences is anisotropic. The vector values are influenced by the frequency of
the words in all the training corpora, resulting in the vectors encoded by high-frequency
words being closer together and more concentrated near the origin. This will cause that
even if the semantics of a high-frequency word and a low-frequency word are equivalent;
the difference in word frequency will also bring a large distance bias [26]. As a result,
the distance of the word vector does not represent the semantic correlation well [27]. In
contrast, Word2vec, as a shallow neural network model based on probability, concentrates
on contextual logic and therefore has a natural advantage in topic feature extraction.

Based on the above-related work, combining the advantages of both LDA and Word2vec,
and considering the importance of the topic words, this paper proposed a recognition method
of a literature topic evolution path based on LDA2vec symmetry model, aiming to track
the evolution process of topics in the temporal dimension by improving the accuracy of
calculating the similarity among topics at adjacent stages. Finally, the topic evolution paths
were visualized and analyzed to reveal the topics and evolution process of the field at
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different development stages, which helps scholars understand the overall development,
evolutionary venation, and research priority of the field.

3. Methodology

To explore the evolution patterns of the topic content and judge the future development
trend of the field, we propose a recognition method of the literature topic evolution path
based on the LDA2vec symmetry model to get the overall evolution path and analyze the
correlation relationship between the topics at adjacent stages from the perspective of topic
evolution. The specific steps are as follows:

Firstly, we need to obtain the papers from the corpus and preprocess the papers
to construct the feature word list and the stop word list. Secondly, we need to identify
valid global topics and staged topics with corresponding topic words. The perplexity
is used to determine the optimal number of global topics and staged topics. Then, the
similarity between the staged topics and the global topics is calculated and compared for
topic consistency verification to verify the number of valid stage topics. Moreover, LDA
is next used to extract the topic words corresponding to valid global and staged topics.
Thirdly, we obtain the weighted summation value by multiplying the LDA probability
values corresponding to the topic words by the word vectors obtained from Word2vec
training to obtain a vectorized representation of the topics and then calculate the similarity
between topics at adjacent stages. Finally, we set a similarity threshold to determine the
type of topic evolution paths and construct visual evolution paths for analysis. The overall
analysis framework is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. The framework of topic evolution analysis based on the LDA2vec symmetry model.

3.1. Data Preprocessing

In this paper, we obtain the papers with titles, keywords, abstracts, and publication
dates from the Web of Science to form a document set. Then we pre-process the text,
including constructing word lists, segmenting words, removing stop words, dividing
stages, etc. Among these steps, word list construction is the key to ensuring the quality of
the final dataset, including the following two steps:
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(1) Domain feature word list construction: Given the real dilemma that the target domain
is highly knowledgeable, specialized in vocabulary, and unsupervised, we extract
the keywords of literature as the initial feature word list. Then, we use the TF-IDF
algorithm to extract keywords in the target domain from the literature and add them
to the initial feature word list. Finally, we perform de-duplication and filtering work
to obtain the final feature word list.

(2) Domain stop word list construction: To improve the accuracy of domain-oriented
topic recognition and prevent the interference of high-frequency invalid words (such
as “analysis”) appearing in each domain, this paper proposes to construct a target
domain-oriented stop word list based on the universal stop word list. In the specific
case application, we check the clustering results after the first LDA topic clustering,
extract the meaningless words of the domain into the universal stop word list, and
iterate the above process no more than five times to form the final stop word list.

3.2. Calculation of Similarity Based on LDA2vec Symmetry Model

In this paper, we use the LDA topic model to extract valid topics from the pre-processed
dataset to generate topic word distributions and then select the topic words with higher
probability values for each stage topic. Finally, we determine the relationships between
topics by calculating the similarity between the topics at adjacent stages. Specific steps are
as follows:

(1) K value determination: The perplexity, which indicates the uncertainty about the topic
to which the literature belongs, is used to determine the number of global topics and
staged topics. The lower the perplexity, the better the clustering effect is, and the
number of topics is optimal [28]. The calculation of perplexity is shown in Equation (1).

Perplexity(D) = exp
∑M

d=1 logP(Wd)

∑M
d=1 Nd

(1)

In Equation (1), D represents the set of all words in the document, m represents
the number of documents, Wd represents the words in document z, Nd represents the
number of words in each document, and p(W d) represents the probability of words in
the document.

(2) Topic consistency verification: We respectively calculate the cosine similarity between
the four-stage topics and the global topics, and compare the average of the similarity
values named C with the threshold value of 0.5 to derive the result. If C≥ 0.5, it proves
that there is consistency among topics. If C < 0.5, it proves that there is no consistency
among topics, which means these topics, named invalid topics, are not highly related
to global topics and should be filtered out.

(3) Similarity calculation based on the weighted vector: Word2vec provides two classical
language models, which are the skip-gram model and the CBOW model, for training.
Skip-gram predicts the nearby words by the central word, while CBOW predicts
the current value by the context. The purpose of this paper is to perform the topic
evolution path analysis based on similarity calculation for the topics (central words),
similar to the principle of the skip-gram model. As a result, the skip-gram model
was chosen. First of all, we use the preprocessed global dataset as word vectors
to train data and use the functions in the gensim package of the Python language
to train word vectors, constructing word vector models. Then, we use the trained
Word2vec model to vectorize the topic words obtained by LDA model clustering
and generate the word vectors corresponding to each of the topic words. Since the
probability of a topic word represents the importance of a topic, to better measure
the importance of topic–topic words, we multiply the probability of a topic word
extracted by LDA as a weight by the corresponding word vector of Word2vec and
perform a weighted sum to obtain a vectorized representation of the topic. Then,
we use cosine similarity to calculate the similarity values between topics at adjacent
stages and construct a stage inter-topic similarity matrix to determine the evolution
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type among topics. However, there are many hidden variables in LDA, and the multi-
dimensional Gibbs sampling algorithm is used in the calculation process. To find
the n-dimensional stable probability distribution during sampling, a new sample is
obtained by rotating sampling on n-coordinate axes. The idea is to fix the random
variable in n − 1 dimensions first, sample in the remaining dimension, and then rotate
the sampling dimensions until the sampling converges to a certain high-dimensional
space. The rotation sampling method adopted in the algorithm is to consider the
status of each random variable to be equivalent, and the abstract shape of the sampled
data in the high-dimensional space is symmetrical under the given conditions. For
example, in a sphere with the center of the sphere at the origin of coordinates in a
three-dimensional space, the coordinate variable of each dimension and its value are
equivalent, and the structure of the space is symmetrical. The specific calculation is
shown in Equations (2)–(4).

p(θ, z, w|α,β) = p(θ|α) ∏
n=1

p(zn|θ)p(wn|zn,β) (2)

Formula (2) represents the concrete expression of the joint probability of the LDA
model, which reflects the text generation process based on the LDA model. In Equation (2),
θ is the topic vector, p(θ) represents the probability that the topic appears in the text.
N represents the number of words to generate the text, zn represents the selected topic,
and p(z|θ) represents the probability distribution of topic z given θ; p(w|z) represents the
probability distribution of w was given topic z.

Wz = p(w1|z)×wk1 + p(w2|z)×wk2 + . . . + p(wj|z)×wkj (3)

Formula (3) refers to the calculation of the topic vector by multiplying the probability
of extracted topic words extracted through LDA as weight by the Word2vec word vector.
This approach enables the computed vectors to better represent the topics, which in turn
improves the accuracy of the computed topic similarity.

In Equation (3), Wz represents the Word2vec trained word vector of topic wkj , z
represents the topic, kj represents the topic word, and p

(
wj

∣∣z) is the weight of the word
vector wkj , also the probability value of the topic word wkj .

Similar(Wz1 , Wz2) = cos ine(Wz1 , Wz2) (4)

Formula (4) refers to the degree of similarity measured by calculating the cosine of the
angle between two vectors. Cosine similarity can essentially distinguish textual differences
in terms of direction, and the closer the cosine of the angle is to 1, the more similar the two
vectors are.

3.3. Topic Evolution Type Determination

At present, there is no unified paradigm for the types of topic evolution. This paper
divides the pattern of topic evolution into five types: division, merging, inheritance,
disappearance, and generation, synthesizing the studies of Ilhan [29] and Li H [30]. Then,
the similarity value between stage topics is compared with the set threshold σ to determine
the topic evolution type at each stage, as shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The criteria for topic evolution type determination.

Topic Types Description of Determination Criteria

Division When s > σ, a topic at the previous stage can be divided into two or more topics at the current stage.
Merging When s > σ, two or more topics at the previous can be merged into one topic at the current stage.

Inheritance When s > σ, it means that a topic at the previous stage is relevant to a topic at the current period.
Disappearance When s < σ, the topic at the previous stage does not exist at the current stage.

Generation When s < σ, the topic at the current stage does not exist at the previous stage.
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3.4. Topic Evolution Path Analysis

Considering that there may be lots of topic evolution paths, to recognize the important
evolution paths, this paper proposes to perform a co-occurrence analysis of the global topics
identified by LDA, then to extract the topic words with higher relevance and influence as the
basis for selecting important evolution paths. Meanwhile, we use the Sankey visualization
in the pyecharts package of the Python language to show the types of evolution between
the topic contents at each stage and construct clear evolution paths. In Sankey, the element
blocks represent topics, where the lines indicate the flow direction and connection of energy
generated by the topics, using this feature to visualize the updates and increases generated
by the topic content over time [31].

4. Empirical Research
4.1. Data Sources

To test the effectiveness of the topic evolution method based on the LDA2vec symmetry
model, this paper carried out an empirical study. The experimental data were collected
from the field of data security in the Web of Science from 2017 to 2022, and the retrieval
time was October 2022. The search formula is determined to be “TI = ‘data safety’ OR ‘data
security’”. We filtered out the literature with incomplete information, such as conference
proceedings and conference reports. As a result, we collected a total of 4784 pieces of
literature. After preprocessing the collected literature, we took the Snowden incident
in 2013, COVID-19, and the introduction of data security laws by countries in 2021 as
the basis for dividing the data into four stages, the budding stage (2007–2012), growth
stage (2013–2018), development stage (2019–2020), and accelerated development stage
(2021–2022), as shown in Table 2. The number of publications increases annually; especially
in the years 2013, 2019, and 2021, we can see a significant increment of literature, which
reflects the synergistic development of scientific research with major emergencies and
national policies.

Table 2. Description of time division.

Stages Time Division Description of the Characteristics at Each Stage Number of Literature

Budding Stage 2007–2012 Related literature began to be published, but the number of
literature per year was sporadic without a specific pattern. 405

Growing Stage 2013–2018 The number of literature increased slowly year by year. 1225
Development Stage 2019–2020 The number of literature increased rapidly year by year. 1295

Accelerated
Development Stage 2021–2022 The number of literature increased year by year, and the

growth rate maintained at a high level. 1859

4.2. Topic Identification
4.2.1. Determination of the Number of Topics Based on the Perplexity

We calculated the perplexity of the global and four-stage datasets to obtain the optimal
number of topics. To prevent the overfitting phenomenon, we selected the values where
the decrease in perplexity was not obvious or at the inflection point. The trend of perplexity
is shown in Figure 2. We finally determined the optimal number of global topics and the
four-stage topics were, respectively, 21, 10, 12, 15, and 14. Additionally, we calculated that
C was 0.79, which met the topic consistency criterion.

4.2.2. Topic Extraction

After determining the optimal number of valid topics at four stages, we continued to
determine the number of corresponding topic words under the global and four-stage valid
topics. Taking the interpretability and expressive effect of the topic words as the measure,
we continuously adjusted the number of topic words, and finally extracted the first 15 topic
words. Due to the restriction of space, we show the first 3 topic words under the global and
four-stage topics in Table 3.
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Table 3. The identification results by LDA.

Stages Topics

Stage 1

1_1 (services business confidentiality); 1_2 (patients trial safety); 1_3 (protocol
data_security service cloud_computing); 1_4 (data_protection shows scalable); 1_5
(technology data_security_and_privacy employing); 1_6(cancer ethical digital); 1_7
(storage service environment); 1_8 (image algorithm mechanism); 1_9 (privacy
purpose clinical_trials); 1_10 (concerns healthcare benefit)

Stage 2

2_1 (protocol radio channels); 2_2 (privacy data_sharing make); 2_3 (storage
algorithm trusted); 2_4 (intervention migration interest); 2_5 (big_data line choice);
2_6 (routing route patients); 2_7 (trust management review); 2_8 (patients clinical
hiv); 2_9 (detection shared algorithms); 2_10 (multi apps effective); 2_11 (image
carried sensor); 2_12 (service mechanism cloud_computing)

Stage 3

3_1 (technique evidence secret); 3_2 (speed service community); 3_3 (design tools
apps); 3_4 (mechanism anti challenge); 3_5 (privacy big_data technology); 3_6
(patients health healthcare); 3_7 (blockchain supply_chain blockchain_technology);
3_8 (smart_devices merging packets); 3_9 (database hierarchical threat); 3_10
(encryption cryptography algorithm); 3_11 (selected usage university); 3_12
(attribute access_control abe); 3_13 (safety adoption human); 3_14 (image encrypted
sensitive); 3_15 (cloud_computing file cloud_storage)

Stage 4

4_1 (blockchain blockchain_technology sharing); 4_2 (distributed supply_chain
blockchain); 4_3 (video suggestions home); 4_4 (privacy technology public); 4_5
(big_data algorithm encryption); 4_6 (image encryption images); 4_7 (covid factors
china); 4_8 (attacks resources models); 4_9 (healthcare medical patient); 4_10 (energy
bit built); 4_11 (market influence setting); 4_12 (patients healthcare health); 4_13
(clinical apps workers); 4_14 (points trading joint)

Global

T_1 (technologies factors china); T_2(attacks supply_chain dynamic); T_3 (local
including privacy); T_4 (patients care treatment); T_5 (covid participants education);
T_6 (learning transaction share); T_7 (algorithm encryption compared); T_8 (edge
attack detection); T_9 (healthcare digital_economy throughput); T_10 (optimization
power lightweight); T_11 (machine_learning energy training); T_12 (authentication
flow authenticated); T_13 (sharing distributed reduce mechanism); T_14 (big_data
management cloud_computing); T_15 (ciphertext attribute cloud_storage); T_16
(patient medical health); T_17 (face delay obtained); T_18 (cyber growth reporting);
T_19 (apps acceptance multimodal); T_20 (blockchain technology
blockchain_technology); T_21 (image secured images)
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4.3. Topic Evolution Type Analysis

After extracting topics by LDA, we calculated the similarity using Equations (2)–(4)
and formed similarity matrices between adjacent stage topics (see Figures 3–5). According
to the matrices, we calculated the average of the topic similarity between adjacent stages.
When we took the value 0.67 as the threshold, which was the maximum similarity average
value of the selected stages based on the experiments, most topics showed a clear evolution
type among topics.
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(1) Topics of division and merging types

Topics of division and merging types account for the largest proportion and can divide
or merge into new research directions with the continuous development of science and
technology, policies, and other factors, and have a strong capacity for topic evolution.
Regarding the topics of division type: according to the topic evolution path criteria of
division (see Section 3.3) and similarity matrix between stage 1 and stage 2 (see Figure 3),
we find the topic stage 1_5 divides into stage 2_2, stage 2_7, stage 2_9, and stage 2_12,
indicating that the data security and privacy issues caused by technology (stage 1_5) belong
to the fundamental research in the field of data security, and are dividing into the data use
and governance studies of sharing (stage 2_2), trust (stage 2_7), detection (stage 2_9), and
service (stage 2_12). Regarding the topics of merging type: According to the topic evolution
path criteria of merging (see Section 3.3) and similarity matrix between stage 3 and stage 4
(see Figure 2), we find the topic stage 4_7 merges from stage 3_2, stage 3_6, and stage 3_13.
It indicates that the security issues of usage data (stage 3_13), such as community services
(stage 3_2) and patient medical health data (stage 3_6), are merging into the new security
utilization study of big data for COVID-19 (stage 4_7) represented by China.

(2) Topics of disappearance and generation types

Regarding the topics of disappearance type: their research heat is gradually declining
or even disappearing. Identifying such topics can provide a reference for researchers and
government governance for data security. According to the topic evolution path criteria of
disappearance (see Section 3.3) and all similarity matrices (Figures 3–5), it can be seen that
such topics are: stage 2_6, stage 3_4, stage 3_8, stage 3_9, stage 3_11, and stage 3_12, which
mainly involve the research of information system infrastructure security and traditional
data security technologies, such as route, mechanism, database, process control, etc. They
mostly distribute at the development stage. Regarding the topics of generation type: they
are novel and emerging hot topics, reflecting the trend of research topics in the field of data
security. According to the topic evolution path criteria of generation (see Section 3.3) and
all similarity matrices (Figures 3–5), it can be seen that such topics are: stage 2_6, stage 3_4,
stage 3_8, stage 3_9, stage 3_11, and stage 3_12, which mainly involve the data security
issues related to blockchain, video, energy, and applications. They mostly distribute at the
accelerated development stage and are the most concerned and studied questions in the
era of big data.
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4.4. Comprehensive Path Analysis

After similarity calculation and topic evolution type determination, we constructed
the stage topic evolution paths, as shown in Figure 6. The Sankey diagram visually and
clearly shows the topic evolution process in the whole life cycle of the data security domain
as of October 2022. The horizontal flow of the Sankey diagram depicts the type and process
of topic evolution at four stages, and the vertical element blocks represent the distribution
and importance of topics at each stage. We selected some of the topic words to characterize
the topics in our analysis.
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4.4.1. Topic Evolution Path Selection

To select significant topic evolution paths, we co-occurred with the LDA clustering
results of global topics from the overall perspective of topic evolution in the field of data
security to obtain a co-occurrence matrix of size 39 × 39. Then, we used Ucinet to convert
the co-occurrence matrix into Pajek format, which was later imported into VOSviewer to
map out the topic word co-occurrence mapping of data security. We eventually extracted
three important influencing factors, namely health, technology, and data application, and
governance. These topics with high relevance and impact are characterized by research
continuity and growth, and therefore are the focus of attention in the field of data security,
and the visualization result is shown in Figure 7.
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4.4.2. Evolution Path Analysis of Important Topics

Combining the above global topic classification results and topic evolution paths,
the paths with high topic importance in data security were extracted for visual analysis.
Eventually, we formed three main evolution paths, as shown in Figure 8.
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The first is the topic evolution path of data security in healthcare, in which division-
type topics account for the majority. These topics mainly involve data security issues,
such as user health data privacy, medical ethics, and electronic health data throughout
the whole evolution path, reflecting the heat and importance of topic research on health
data security [32]. Among them, stage 4_13 (clinical app workers) belongs to the newborn
topic. In the context of big data and the COVID-19 outbreak, various algorithm-driven
medical and health applications emerged in large numbers, providing people with health
information services while hiding various security risks, which became a hot research issue
for scholars nowadays.

The second is the topic evolution path of data security technology, in which inheritance-
type topics account for the majority. These topics focus on the security requirements during
the whole life cycle, which includes data collection, transmission, storage, processing, shar-
ing, and destruction. Moreover, they are continuously upgraded and optimized with the
changes in the scale, confidentiality, and sensitivity of data caused by the application of tech-
nologies, such as big data, blockchain, supply chain, encryption, and decryption algorithms.
Among them, stage 3_4 (mechanism anti challenge) belongs to the disappearance-type topic.
It indicates that the form of data storage and computing changed with the development
and application of cloud computing technology, leading to increased data security needs
and serious challenges to the coping mechanism. Meanwhile, the form of risk gradually
shifts to the evolution of algorithmic black boxes caused by the application of emerging
technologies [33]. To ensure the effectiveness of data security governance, how to drive
the evolution of data security technology from traditional cryptography to emerging areas,
such as cloud computing, big data, IoT, and blockchain in 2019–2020, is one of the important
research directions in the field of data security.

Because of the wide range of data application and governance topics, we selected
the third evolution path based on topic stage 2_7 (trust management review), which has a
strong ability to divide and merge. The third evolution path is related to data application
and governance, which mainly studied the characteristics of confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of data. The topics in the third evolution path focus on data security issues,
such as personal privacy protection, digital ethics, and data security monitoring at the
budding and growing stages. At the development and accelerated development stages,
the emergence of generation-type topics, such as topic stage 3_7 (blockchain supply_chain
blockchain_technology), indicates that with the application of emerging technologies in-
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cluding big data, cloud computing, and blockchain, algorithmic black box arose, making
data security issues gradually unvisualized [34,35]. In this case, traditional data security
governance failed to meet security needs, and data security governance is in a state of
response and defense passively. Meanwhile, against the background of the digital economy
development strategies promulgated and the COVID-19 outbreak in many countries, the
topics are more focused on the protection of big data privacy and the security of medical
and health data.

In summary, we have some new findings. Regarding the types of topic evolution: In
the field of data security, there are mainly inheritance, division, and merging-type topics
at the budding stage (2007–2012) and growing stage (2013–2018). However, as scientific
research continues to progress, disappearance and generation-type topics arise at the de-
velopment stage (2019–2020) and accelerated development stage (2021–2022), injecting
new vitality into scientific research in the field of data security. Regarding topic evolution
paths: On the one hand, personal data security is attached to importance, especially in
medical and health, which runs through data security governance all the time. On the
other hand, it can be seen that the trend of data security governance is gradually shifting to
synergistic governance of data and algorithmic security through the topic evolution paths.
Faced with the dual challenges of rapid iterative escalation of risks brought by emerging
technology applications and the inability of existing data security governance mecha-
nisms to respond flexibly, future research topics in the field of data security will gradually
evolve in the direction of “technology governance” and “collaborative governance of data
and algorithms”.

5. Conclusions

The paper proposes a method for identifying the evolution paths of literature topics using
a symmetric model based on LDA2vec. This approach utilizes Bayesian symmetric sampling
and Dirichlet symmetric distribution in LDA, as well as features such as the symmetric
mapping of data in high-dimensional space in Word2vec. By leveraging structural symmetry,
the proposed method analyzes the evolution paths of topics, enhancing the accuracy of
topic similarity calculation and addressing the issue of the excessive number of evolution
paths, which makes it difficult to quantitatively select important paths. After describing
the principle of the proposed method, we selected literature in the field of data security to
verify the validity of the method. The empirical results show that the proposed method could
accurately display the development process and evolution types in data security. Finally,
based on the empirical results, we recognized three important evolutionary paths in the field
of data security, which were health, technology, and data application and governance.

The following two points are the research limitations of this paper: 1© In the course of
the experiment, we proposed a relatively comprehensive method for constructing valid
and invalid word lists. However, there are inevitably some omissions that may affect
the experimental results. 2© The method proposed in the study is an unsupervised one,
which can only be verified scientifically and effectively by means of empirical studies and
comparing common word vector models, such as BERT and Word2vec. In the future, we
will further explore the application of deep learning models, such as transformer, etc., in
the topic evolution field to improve the accuracy of topic recognition and evolution paths.
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